PANCOMP Solutions
We make services transparent!

Pancomp solutions can be used practically anywhere you do business:

Time and Workflow Management Solution
for Cleaning Companies

Pancomp—What our customers say about us
Piepenbrock Sicherheit GmbH, Germany
”We are extremely pleased with every aspect of the Pancomp products and solutions quality, the reliability of the promised performance, the service and support as well as with the cooperation with
Pancomp. The Pancomp solution features have met all our expectations; they are easy to implement
and handle and include relevant and effective tools to improve our efficiency. It is easy for me to recommend Pancomp as a dependable partner as well as the Pancomp solutions as such.”
Friis Rengøring Aps, Denmark
”We use Pancomp solution because we simply have won huge orders with the help of the solution and partnership with Pancomp. Pancomp has clearly been an asset, and instrumental in
increasing our customer relationships and earnings.”
Meranti cleaning services, Finland
”Today we are able to give the operative management the right tools and things are done right first time.
We have managed to keep the promises made to clients. Personally I have been more and more able to
focus on developing the company now that I do not have to take part in the operative activities. ”
Fraport AG, Germany
”The Pancomp products have proved as an ideal support for our services provided at the airport. We are fully satisfied with the quality and reliability of the product.”

Contact us for more information on how to improve your efficiency through customer
satisfaction measurement and managing time and attendance.
Pancomp Is represented in various countries:
Germany, France, USA, UK, Denmark, Sweden etc
For your local contacts,please contact us at:

Pancomp International Ltd
Tel: +35845 2320000
sales@pancomp.com

WE MAKE SERVICES TRANSPARENT

Keen on doubling your profits?

Keen on doubling your profits?

Pancomp Clean

Pancomp Clean

Boost sales

Time is money—make sure you manage yours well with Pancomp Clean!

by promoting transparency and adding to reliability

Prevent work time cheating
No manual time sheets—electronic time clock
Increase your effectiveness on average by 10-15%

Proactive vs Reactive enabled
Know of problems before your customer complains
How much does it cost when you loose a client?

Invoice all extra work
Customers pay for what they get—not more, not less
Increase your turnover by 10-15%

PANCOMP Clean is a comprehensive solution for planning and
following up the cleaning process at client sites in real time. It is
a solution for managing time & attendance and workflows.

PANCOMP Clean is a scalable solution suitable for any size of
business.

PANCOMP Clean can be used with a smart phone App, or with a custom built handset,
which removes potential for abuse of employers phones.
Fixed device can be used for locations with many cleaners
going in and out, or for office based staff.

Payroll Software Integration
Streamline your payroll processes—you pay for actual work completed
Eliminate human error in processing and admin by 2-5%

Quality Service Processes
Keep up the good work—literally

User Friendly Realtime Functionalities
Works in practice, easy to learn and use
Improved communication—add tasks in realtime, provide your
customers reports on time spent

The Pancomp App enables the cleaner to clock in and out,
report extra work and pauses. The application enables also two way communication between cleaner and supervisor. It gives a possibility to receive work instructions to the
smart phone. The cleaner is also able to send information
to Pancomp Clean software when reporting different
events such as deviations from plan. A report sent from
the application can include both text and a picture.

PANCOMP Clean is the most sophisticated and complete solution on
the market for managing cleaning operations in real time.
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